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Dear  

Please see NENT Group’s response below :

NENT Group broadly supports t he conclusions in the report, especially on the point of enforcing
quotas not being the most effective way to ensure audience benefit. This is particularly relevant to
our On Demand platforms like Viaplay and Viafree where a % requirement could lead to sca ling down
the availability of content on the platform, where a self - lead approach would ensure we are able to
make the most widely viewed content available with a variety of accessibility options.

NENT Group is committed to making as much of our content accessible as possible and have invested
accordingly to ensure the most popular/repeated programmes on our main channels are available
with subtitles, audio description and with sign interpretation on TV3 Sweden. We have also
committed to making the most popular shows on Viaplay available with subtitles, audio description
and sign interpretation in 2021 and will continue this commitment year on year unless requirements
make this unfeasible .

On the point of user dissatisfactio n with the ‘ease of use’ of a ccess services we will engage further
with disability groups on any issues they have with our services, though it should be said there have
not been many complaints sent directly to us in this regard. A lot of work has gone int o creating the
accessible con tent so we are keen to ensure viewers are able to use them without issue .

On the availability of ‘read out text’, this is not something we have previously provided so if it is
envisioned that this will make up a mandatory par t of the requirements on acce ssibility we would
need time to procure the technical capacity so any deadlines for the provision of read out text should
factor this in.

Finally we would like to ensure that the costs associated with the provision of access services are
proportionate t o the turnover of the channels/services in question, in the UK the affordability criteria
is set at 1% of the turnover of the channel/service in question which although not perfect (in some
cases e.g. Viafree relevant turnover can be difficult to identify as it mostly exists as a catch up service
for linear TV), is reasonable .

If you have any questions or comments on the above please let me know .

Kind regard s

Content Compliance Manager




